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In racent years the litarature concarned with economic development

has shifted its focus to the rural sector of developing countries. Attention

has turned from describing the broad outlines of the macro process of

accnmi development to attempting to understand the institutions and the

behavior of Individuals and fanilies Lu rural araas. In part this concern

reflects the underlying reality that the bu1' of developing country populations

reside Lu the rural sectrr. The recent generation of a large arrav of data

sets - fs intensiTe village studies to large-scale nat±anal surveys -

along with advances in computer tecbology 'ave also enabled more precise

descriptiins of these settings as well as provided the material -which can be

used to tast assumptions, models and hypocheses, and thus promote

sc e±f oiSc progrsas.

The davelopment of many of the models and theories of the rural

econcmy Lu developing countries, hampered until recently by the absence

of good empirical information, bave generally sought eithir to account

for the existence of certain "stylized facts" which appear-ad t contradict

the implicatIons of competitive models, or to provide the thaoretical

underpinnings for the assumptions characterizing the macro "surplus labor"

models (Lewis, 1954, Ranis and ?ei, 1961) which have dcminated the

development 14terature. Among the -most popular stylized facts taken as

data are (1) the coexistence of high unemployment and rigid wages (or discrep-

ancies between the marginal product of labor and wage rates), (2) negative

correlations between output per acre and farM size, and (3) the existence of

share tenancy.
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The essays assembled in: this volume depart from this tradition

scmewhat. Thaemajor focus is on the determination ot the earnings of indi-

viduals Wit the rural sectors of Sao4th- and South-East Asian societias,

societies which are not so different as to bar a. coherent collection of

studias, yet sufficiently varied to provida the contrasts which illuminate

understanding of the more fundamental regularitias which may characterize

rural labor markecs. Jhila the approaches and perspectives vary widaly,

a unifying the is the characterization of the ectent to which markats

for the lmportant factors of production in tha agrarian settiug, in

particular labor markets, operate according to the prlnc±ples of the supply-

deand, competitive mdel. A second theme is the issue of whether the same-

times unique institutional features of rural markets - sharecropping or

other contractual arrangements or even "institutiona±" wage races -

reprasnt. barriars to the efficien: operaticn of markets, are optlmal.

(second-best) responses to exogenous, tachuically determined constraints on mar-

kats (market failure), or are reflections of collustva or otherwise ePloitative

p r rtionships. The flaxibility of institutional arrangemeLts as

ell as wages and earnings in labor markets when there are fundamental

changes in the supply of or demand for factors, an important policy question,

is thus addressed through an ezamination of the underlying causes of

institutional arrangenents and their variability across different eccnomic

anviromments in the rural sector.

Much of the variations in rural wages and contractual terms considered

in the conference papers relate to periods of five to fifteen years. General

theories of development such as those of Lewis or Ranis and Fei are, however,



concerned with very much longer-term trends of real rural wages. 'Wile such

models are silent on the behavioral and institutional features of the rural

sector, thae age determinacion and contractual choice theorias of rural ma--

kacs do not and cannot explain very long-term trends, as they treat the

structura of technology and the sectoral composition of output as fixed.

They also largely7 ignore the determinants of reproductive proce3ses and in-

vesments in h:an capital which underlie population growth and the growth

and comnsition of the labor force. The confarence on which this volume is

based specifica11y excluded these very important topics from consideration,

areas of research which must ultimately provide the linkage between the de-

tailed short-rn models and evidence that is the focus here and a richer

general theory of economic development.

While the major focua of this volume is on the labor market, it is clear

that labor earnings and employment are affected by the cnaracteristics of

markees not directly involving labor. in a world with parfact markats for all

factors of productin (including c.redit and insurance) an individual's income

in each year would simp17 be thb emloyment of 'ais or her factor endowments

valued at the market rate per unit. n this world, the initial distibuticn

of endowmnts. among individuals, for given tastas and aggregate quantities of

each factor, would uniquely determine the individual distribution of income.

Moreover, production - total output - would be at a zaLum and would be un-

related to the distr±buticn of the ownership of factors; production techniques

ovtld be identical on all farms facing the same markat environment and oper-

atisg the sme quality of land, e.g. output and employment per ace -would be

unrelated to farm si2e; therefore productive efficiency could not be improved

by any rearrangement of factor uses or distributions, barring scale economies.
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To ae=lain labor earaings in such a world, with a given endowmenc discribution,

would require an exulanation of the retuzns to each factor (wage rates, rent),

for which the competitive supply-demand =odel has proved a powerful coal.

Failures of one or markets, howaver, not olly would have important implica-

tion for the distribution of earnings and productive eff±ciency, but is

likely to require more complex models in ordar to understand earnings de-

termination. An Important, unresolved question is whether such models ca.

outpredict the simplar competitive models when only some markets are imper-

fect or absent.

Attention to market failure, however, is not oul7 important for under-

standing tdie-detarmination of earnings and the achievement of productive

VIdficiency, bxcg, as discussed below and in many of the essays in this vol.-,

may aid in und rstandag as well the existence of and changes in the many and

diverse institut4ional arrangements the t7pe of contracts, labor recruitment

stratagies and the "1inteiinking" of labor and one or more factors of pro-

I/
duction within one tansaCtio 1-- that characterize labor "markets". :ndeed

because of the garal mon-independence - the "intarrelatedness" - of all

factor markets, market failures anywhere in the rural sector may importantly

affect labor market earnings or arrangements even if the market for labor

operates perfactly. To explain earings then requires information beyand

the determination of wages and labor supply.

In this essay, we critically review the existing literature pertaining

to labor and other factor markets in rural areas to place in perspective the

contributions oa the essays in this volume. In particular we look at the

various models and theories of labor makasts and tenancy with attention to

1/ Braverman and Srinivasan define interlinked contracts "as transactions in

more than one comodit7 or service made between the same pair of individuals

and linked in an essential way... delinking the contracts would be infeasible

or costly for at least one party" (p. 4).



the issues of absent markets, market failure, collusive -.power and the in-

tardependence of markat3. A cantral theme arising from the review of

modelling efforts in these tvo areas is that an understanding of institution-

al arrangements or imperfections in any one market (e.g. labor) requires at-

tantion to the imperfections in or constraints on other markets (e.g. land,

credit). We will not attempt to give an impartial treatment to all ideas

but will emphasize the major traditions of thought and recent empirical

studies which are closely connected to the themas of this volume. We will

also discuss some important themes which we think have been neglected in

the literatre as well as what the essays as a whole may suggest for future

work on rural labor markets.

THE PEASANT OUSEaOLD AND THE LABOR MR&?K$T

T'he theoretical and emvirical Literature dealing with the employment of

labor and the determination of wage rates in rural areas of developing couu-

tries has been shaped by concern with two major issues 1) how sensitive is

aggregate agricultural output to the removal of agricultural laborers and

2) are there aspects of the rural labor market which bar the attainment of

productive afficianc7 within agriculture. The first issu has taken onu 1mm

portamce because an essential ass=wpt±on of smoe popula macro development

models is that, in the initial stages of industrialization, agricultural

output will be inariant to the transfor of labor fioz agriculture to in-

dustry.-/ The theoratical literature has. thus focused for the mosiv -art

on positing rural labor mar kt structures and/or madels of peasant behavior

which could make this "surplus labor" assumption true. Likewise, the et-

pirical literature on rural labor markets has been concerned with either

1/ The Ulteracu=e on planning models and benefit--cost analysis of projects

is also concerned centrally with the opportunity cost of withdrawing

Labor froam agriculcure.



t-'stang the validiry of this develooment model asstupcion or with testing

those assumtions of the theoretical models of rural labor market behavior

which were developed to racionalize the assuptions of the development models..

(Tor a recent review for India see Lal 1976.)

Two basic strands of thought characterize the "surplus labor"

models of rural agricultura. The first assumes that rural labor can be

withdrawn without cost because of the ex±stence of large pools of

unemployed or t undereployed` rural workers. The theoretical problem is

to reconcila large-scal unemployment or underutilization of laborers

with a non-zero wage for labor. The second theoretical approach

seeks to explain, the assued insensitivity of agricultural output to the

number of laborers by distinguishing bet'ween the number of laborers and

total labor supplied,focusing on the labor supply behavior of the peasant

household as well as on labor market structurse.

a. Nuturition and Efficiency rWag:s

The most iufluential surplus labor model expla-inig the coexistence

of idleness and constant wages is based on the efficiecmy or autritonal

wage hypothesis elaborated by Laibenstain (1975) and later by Mazudar

t1959), Wounacott (1962) and Stiglitz (1976). This model assumes that

there is a te bnically deterMiMed/ positive rel3atioaship at low levels of

income between nutritional levels and labor effort per unit of time (or

per laborer). G±ven certain (weak) assumptions abour the shape of the

income-effort relationship, thera is a unique wage - the "eifitaiency wage" -

which minimizes the cost per unit of labor effortZ/. Maximization of profits

1/ As Bliss and Stern (1978) stress, if the relationship is not technical it
will be almost impossible to test empirically.

2/ The thaory assumes that labor can be measured in efficienc7 units. That
this may not be possible when there are more than two factors of production
has been discussed in the appendix to .chapter 5 of Binswanger and Ruttan.
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by farmers in surplus labor economies entails hiring laborers

until the margial value product of total effort (or efficiancy units) hired

is equal to the efficiency wage. Some woricars would be left unezployed in

such a setting; although they might be willing to work at a wage lower

than the efficiency wage, it is not profitable for farmers to hire them,

no matter hay uch time wages ara bid down, due to the reduction in

elfort associated with lowered wages. Given profit maxizization, large

==bers of laborers relative to land and the assumed (non-behavioral)

relationship between the level of nut:rition anLd effort, it is

clear that unemplo7ment and positive, even high, wage ratas will coexist;

moreover, roval of laborers from this systen will neither affect output

nor the wage. Tf, of course, the marginal value product of the last

laborer hired exceds the efficiency wage and no more idle laborers are

available, the wage rate will rise and the conventional supply-demand

fraewcrk pertains.

The problen with the profitsaxImizing utritional wage, model,

of course, is chat in tha abject poverty, conditions which are assmed,

the une,4loyuent equilibiru. described cannot be long run, as unemployed

workers would have no means of survival. Two additional assuptions are

thus made to avoid a Malthusian result. Leibenstein assumed tha; because

of social pressuras landlords collude to lower wages, sacrificin3 profits

and total output in order to support more peopla in the economy. Ea

thus provides a rigorous definition of underemployment, if not a reaistic

model of the rural econmy - those additional people who obtain wage

work as a result of the collusive wage reduction belaw the profit-

maximiz!ng (efficlency-wage) level are underemployed in the sense that

their transfer out of agriculture would not lower output. Stiglitz



achieves the same result by assumi.g that fami 7 farms have egalitarian con-

carms about the earnings (cowsumption) of family members; although the model

does not consider what happens to wage workers with no land.

In both versions of the nutritional wage theory (because consumopion

determines labor effort at any given time supplied to worlk), utility =axi-

m±zat±on and profit m-aim±-ation are thus not compatible. Equalizing con-

SI tiou among workars (Laibenstain) or betveen workers and nonworkers in

the family (Stiglitz) lowers their effort and thus profits.. Moreover, in

both models the subtraction of laborers actuall7 increases output since the

wage paid, and thus total effort, rises; the margimal product of labor is

thus negative even though wages are positive.

Another way out of the dilema posed by the starvation of unemployed

landless workers 4s to assume that the unemployed have a fall-back option

in self-ezployment activities such as bunting and gathering or a nonagri-

cultural entarprize (mat weaving) which assures them survival at a lover

utility than the agecultural wage. Such a model can indeed account for

the coe-4 tence of =employment and a positive wage. However, because the

marginal product of the "unemployed" workers must be positive they thus

caot be withdrawn to the industrial sector at zero cost. -Curthermore

their supply vould not be infinitely elastic at a wage equal to their -

ginal product in hunting and gathering since liMits on the hunting and

gathering groxnds would impl7 that withdrawal of some of the self employed

would lad to a higher marginal product in self employment of the remaining

ones.

The third means of "saving" the nutritional wage model is to assume

that it holds seasonally CRodgers, 1975) - during times of the year when

labor demand is very low the efficiency wage is then the floor below which



wage races do not fall despite high (seasonal) unemployment. At other times,

when labor damand is relatively high, the conventional suppqy-demand frame-

work holds. However, Bliss and Stern (1978)., based on a careful review of

the nucrition literature, conclude chat the reLationship between hu±r tional

intaka and effort must be weak within short periods of time because the

huan body acts as a store of nutrients. Any nutrition-effort association

is heX-sef ort unlikely to apply to daily wage contracts. Furthezore, the

relegation of the nutritional wage theory to slack season labor market

phenomenon clearly limits its empirical importance and increases the dif-

ficult7 of detection in the absence of estimtes of the technical wwage-

nutritio£-eff ort relationship. Tmpirically, year-long open unemployment

appears not to be a marked phenomenon in rural Labor markets (?aglin, 1965;

Hansen, 1969; RosenJzeig, 1980), although this would appear to .be consistent

with both efficiency wage and conventional competitive market theories.

Rodgers (1M75) has atptempud the most a=bitious tests of thIs

f-amework, exploiting an implication of the thecory not emphasized by

its advocates, anel-y that employers would pay attention to the actual

conSUMptIoU of the workers. Thus, wokers 'w ith dependents would by necessity

have higher nutritional wages thn. uzattached workers; sin.il1a , workers

from landed households - with rental incme from land - would be better

fed than landless workers and thus would supply the same effort as the

latter for a lower wage.- Rodgers finds that in the group of villages

in 3ihar from which he has data, average area wage rates are higher where

1/ Bliss and Stern (1978), hovever, show that thi3spredict±on holds only
if applied to te regions with separate labor markets; in one region
all workers have land and in the other all workers are landless. f

landless and landed workers coexist in the same region, the prediction
is not unambiguous.



households are primarily Moslem, i.e., where women tend nao to be workers.

While this evidence is consistent with employers paying higher wages to

males with more dependencs, it is also predicted by the supply-demand

modal in which man and v.Raen laborers are substitute factors in production.

Rosenweig's stud7 of Indian district-level data based on a demand-supply

framework in this volume indicates that both male and female wage racas

in agriculture are nigher where 'Hoslem households are prevalent. The

hypothesis of individual heterogeneity in wages as a function of land

ownership or uber of dependents is rejected in Rosenzweig (1980).

It is also incoasistent with the uniformitt7 of wages for daily paid adult

worka=s (of a given sex and for a given operation) found by Bardhan and

Rudra (1981) in villages in West Bengal, Binswanger at. al. in semi-arid

ladia and Whit, and Makali in West Java villages.

Rodgers also njOits out t1lat the nutcrtiona wage theory might

account for labor t7ing arrangements if effort is a function of sustained

nutritional intake. Long-term employment ccntracts exceeding several weeks, however,

are not very frequent in the South and South-East Asian context (Bardban and

Rudra 1981, Binswanger et. al., Whita and Makali). Furthezore they seen

to b- related mcre closely to the demad for specialized skills om an

assured basis (such as bullock driving, herdsmen) and the need for credit and

problems of adequate collateral of the workers. (Bardhan and Rudra (1981),

Bhalla, 1976, Binswanger at. al.). Moreover, nutritional considerations

canot explain the absence of long term contracts for fmale workrs.-L/

1/ Sheila Bhalla notes an exception in Haryana where, altar the green
revolution and substancial wage and income rises, feales were also
offered longer term contracts. 3ut this obviously cannot be attributed
to the wage-nucritiou relationshin.



Given the generally lower wage raca for remales, nutritional considerations

should apply.to them as well as to men.

Efficienc7 wage relations can also be based on other than nutritional

grounds and have been applied primarily to the nonagricultural sector. Can

these versions be applied to agriculture as well? With workers of equal pro-

ductivity the efficiency wage relationship could be based on "moral" effects

where workers receiving higher wage provide more effort. In such a model

survival of unemDloyed workers could be assurad through the sharing of income

by employed workers with unemployed members of landless households, because

the efficiency of the worker does not depend on his own nutritional intake.

To our 1mowladgs this is therefore the only "model" which could account for

both the coexisteuct of unemployment and positive wages and for a zero cott

of withdrawing labor from agriculture. It has not been subject to either

careful theoretical or erzpirical analysis, however.-

1J Tom ocher modeli which rely on a relationship berveen wages and efficiency
to ecplain the coexistence of uemployment with positive wages are

based an labor turnover and on inzormation constraints: The labor turnover
model (Stiglitz 1974b) is based on the notion that firms paying higher
wages have lower labor turnover. Raising the wage from a low level could
thus initially reduce turnover sufficiently to reduca efficiency labor
cost. TIn agricultnral labor markaet3 casiial or daily labor provides the
bulk of labor inpvt and such laborers have a ver7 high turnavex anyway
(Whita. and lakali, Binwanger ec. al.). The turnover model would appear
to have Limited applicabilit7 where turnover costs are evidently very
low. Another reason for an efficiency-wage relat±onship is the possible
sceauins f'mction of wages (Weiss 1980). If laborers are heterogeneous
i.e. have dfeare-at lesvels of inherent efficiency, then high quality
workars should have high opportunity costs in scme self-employment acti-
viyt7, while low wage workers should have low opportunity costs. At very
low wages the pool of applicants therefore consists only of the lowest
quality workers. In raising its wage to progressively higher levels, the

pcol of applant3 -will start to contain worke-s of higher and higher
qualit-7. If f±im' have no way of distingUi3hhin between' high and low
ouality workers and paying them accordingly, they draw at random out of

-. the pool of applicants. Raising the wage leads to a higher quality work
force and we are back to the results of the efficiency wage theory. In
the context of casual agricultural wage ;orkers, in a peasant agricultural
setting, this model can hardly apply since information about the quality
of laborers resident in the village acc=ulaces over time and is widely
sharad. It can also be acquired at a very low cost, for example by hiring
a worker for one day only. Note that in this model unemployed (but self-
employed) workers also have a positive mar3±nal product and thus cannot be
withdra'wn from rural areas at zero cost. In the tenancy section we will
return to a similar model by Newbery and Stiglic: about screening of
poetential tenants.
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The assumpriorns and implications of the nutrition and morale versions of

the efficiency wage hypothesis are suarized in figure 1. The first two

colUi present the outlines of the nutritional, efficiency wage models of

Sciglitz and Leibensteia. Boch of these model3 rely on either landlord or

worker altruism to obtain a steady-state ecuilibriumi. This equilibrium is

characterized by "underemployment" rather than by open unemployment, with

rural output increasing as rural labor is -ithdrawn. When efficiency wage

relations are justified on nutcrtional grounds, a steady-state equilibrii=

with excess applicants can exist only if the landless unemployed have some

non agric=ltural self employment opportunities in the rural areas, which

would prevent them from starving, colu= 3. If the efficiency-wage rela-

tionship is based on morale effects, however, the landless unemployed

could either £) rely on such self employment (colu= 3) or ii) share in

the consumption of their employed family members (colun 4), which is not

oossible under the nutritional wage version without a loss in out=u.t

Wb.ila in each of these variants, e.cess applicant equilibrium is possible,

rural output (both agricultural and rural nonagricul.tural) would be in-

variant to the withdrawal of workers only under the morale-.age model vith

sharing. It is thus the only true "surplus labor" modal. he nutrition-

wage mdal variant is unlikely to be an important deter.inant o0 rural

wages in Asia because nutrMiton is u-likely to affect aglort in the short-

n and only short-te= (daily) labor arn-angemants are cconly observed,

especially -or wcmen. The wage-moralef-elfort relation is very di-f'cul: to

detect. Since wages vary sharply over the season this association is either

not stabla, i.a. vi ly untestable, or applies only to the slackc

1/ Furthersre, if the wage-morale-effort relationship exists but is unstable,
the relevant question becomes what factors determine the relationship at
any time. Unless such factors exist and havre a stable impact on the wage-
effort-nutrition relationship, the theory is not testable and/or useless.



b. Labor Supply and 'Market Structurs: The Duality Hypaches-is

'he alternative route to rationalizing the possibilit7 of a zero

marginal product of laborers in agriculture rel±es on the distinction

betvaen labor tize supplied and labcrers. If the withdrawal of one

family meber always (or on average) leads to an increase in the anount

of work supplied by ather family members which is just equal to the work

formerly supplied by the departed family work=, total output would

remain constant. The marinal product of labor time thus could be positive

while the margiual product of a laborer could be zero. This view is

evidently subscribed to by Lewis (1972). The theoretical issue then is

what model of the peasant family could account for this behavior; the

ampirical. focus is oan family labor supply determnats.

?olowing a long tradition of models of peasant farm families

(Chayanov), Sen (1966) proposes a nodel it which the fami1y unit consists of

workers and =Workes AW0 jointLy maimizze a £family welfare functin conutainig

as arguments the leisure time of each worker and the consumption of each

family member. The family owns a fixed plot of land, with farm output and

thus, incom solely a function of total family labor time, as family

labor time cannot be sold in the market nor labor time purchased. Assuming

the separability of the family -tility function, Sea shows that total

1/ .. Ryan and Godhake measure both wages and uemployment rates over the season

f or the same panel of households. They find that wages and unemployment

rates both vary, with unemployment rates much higher and wages lower in

the slack season. Refined analytical models and very careful empirical

work is required to sort out the relative roles of adjustment to season-

ality via unemployment and via wage rate changes.
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?±gure 1: EMCIENCY-WAGE THEORIES AID SURPtUS LABOR IN AGRICrLTUHZ-

BASED ON BASED ON
N~rrzoz. ~MORAL~E

RMATIONSHIS F. CTS

A11 landless workars (l)No landless (2)Unemployed (3) Employed Landless

employed because workers exist have non- workers can share

employers sacn±flce and farm families agricJtural consuption with

profits (Laibenstain) share work and/or self employmnt unemployed fa-ily

cousiption (Stiglitz) opportunity members without
effecta on effor:

qO E%.3RM WT. ?OSSIt LE EQUMI3RIU£ WITH

EXCESS APICANTS EXCESS APPLICANTS
(recorded unemployment)

MIRAL OUT?PT RURAL OU=P RURAL OIITPUT

INCR2ASES DECREASES INVA3.IAT

HET WOas wHIEN WORKERS WEMN WOR RS

LEAVE LEAVE LEAVE

nutritional relation- real wages var7 across

ship is not short regions and over years
as well as seasonally.

long term contracts wage-morale relation-
Limited in agriculture ship either not
expecially for women stable or conifned

to slack season

1/ Turnover and screening versions are unlikely to apply in a peasant agricultural

setting. See footnote 1 p. 10.



far outpuc rmains invariant when there is a reduction in the number of

workers only 4- the marginal utilities of both consumption and leisure

are constant in the relevant range; so that the marginal rate of substi-

tucion between Leisure and consumption is a constant.

While the San coad±tions may or mayr not be plausible, it is

important to note that they pertaiu to a farm household totally isolated

from che labor markat; the nodtl indeed assumes the absence of any rural labor

markat whatsoever. For households in which (identical) family workers

work for wages, however, the marginal rate of substitution between leisure

and constmption is equal to the market wage ratea, which is in turn invariant

to the behavior of the individual household. The Sea conditicn of tha

constancy of margzal utilities of leisure and consumption would thus lead

to an indeterinate solution within the relevant rarge for a household

with wage wmrkers.

The inapplicability of the San conditions to hcuseholds with wage

earners, or for economies in which all households, participate in the

labor market., illustrates the Importsance of assuaptious about the rural labor

markat in pradicting peasant behavior, rather than the impossibility of

completely c=mpensazinzg labor supply behavior by the family. In a household with no

d which. consists of identical workers with dependents (non-workers) a reduction

in 'family members (cr the workc time of ona family member) would reduce

the income (consuption) of every umber. but not the real value of tlme

(cost of leisure relative to the price of goods). Ia this case, the

empirical issue is the magnitude of the income effect on leisure. For

non-identical wage workers (male and female, for example), £t can be



easily shown that the response of male (female) work time to an exogenous

change in the work time of females (males) is equal to the ratio of the

cross-zompensacad wage effact to tba own coapensated wage effect; i.e.,

the direction of response depends on whecher mala and female leisure time

are substitutes or complements in the family welfare functio. Boeh U.S.

labor supply studies (Schultz, 1980) and the Zndia= study by Rosenzveiz in this

volume suggest that this cross wage aiffect on labor supply is negative;

the craation of ano-farm enployment would thus result in an inc-ease in

the work tIme in agriculture by family embers of the opposite sex, i.e.

some compensation takas place. None of these studies, nor the recent study

of 3arnuin and Squire (1979) (which assumes family members are ident±cal)

indicates, hovever, that family labor supply respcnse would fully ccmpensate

for the reduction in the family labor force.

The assumticn of Mon-Carticipation by households in-the labor

Market, i! true, would have a number of iMportant imolications.

Fi=st, among households with identical plots (size and quality) of land,

the margina product of labor will differ according to the prefereuce

orderings and demographic stZucture Of the households. Because of these

diffr-ntial "sub ective" equilibria, productive efficiency is not attained,

in the absence of a weLl develoced market.f or land. A, second Importanj

feature of households which cannot trade labor is that increases i the

price of ouc;uc could lead to reductions in tise worked (the dominance of

th. income effect) and thus :I output supplied. This is in contrast to

the case of well-functioning markets for all inputs (including labor),

where the price-elasticity of output on indiiidual fars must be positive.



If some farm. housaholds can participata in the labor market and others

cannot, then a "dualistic" agricultural economy results as long as the land

rental market is also absent. This extreme dualistic assumption, that some

farms maimize profits and ucilize hired landless laborers and others, small

farms, use only family labor and do not participate in the labor markat

(work on other fam.s), is one popular e=lanat±on for the comon and well

documetad obser7ation that small arms- employ more labor per acre than

large farms.- In this mdel, the cost of labor (the wage) to big farms is

likely to exceed the marginal rata of substitution between leisure and

goods on the isolated small farms. As Sen points out, howeveres, this "strong"

version of labor m-rket dualism requies tha: in addition there be no trans-

actions in land, since large land-ioners could increase profits by leasing

out small plots of land to families, taking advantage of their low oppor-

tunity cost of labor. Giveu the failure of t-om markats, land and labor,

a dualistic agzriculutral structure clea-ly is inefficient.

The empircal evidence, as presented byy ?aglin (1965) for India and

aas.n (1969) for ZE3t, and as confired by almost all the empirical

Studies in this volume, strongly rejects in the Asian context this extreme

form of duallsm. Members of small fa households appear to parttcipate

substantiall7 in the labor market as both buyers and sellers.

Given the pervasive evidence on inter-farm labor mobility within labor

markets, more subtle hypotheses - wnich we will call "weak" dualism - have

been put forward to account for size diffirentiais in. output per acra in

1/ For a recent review see Rudra and Sen (1980).



terms of labor cost discrepancies across large and small armf. The argument

is that, given the uncertainty of agricultural production, employers of labor

or sellers of labor from small fars (who may be the same persons) are

unwilling to make large future labor co=ients; there appears to be only

a limitad market for contingent labor contracts (Bardhan and Rudra 1981).

As a result, most labor is hired, on a daily basis. Z!oreover, because

of differences in the timing of operation across fars, workers work for

many employers during the year, a:s shown in Binswanger, et. al. and Whita

and Makali. Transactions costs associatad with job search are thus quita

nigh in tha "casual" labor markat, irth substantial resorting of

of employers and employees ea-ch day. It vould thus not be surprising if

the probability of finding employment or finding enough laborers on any

given day was not equal to one. On small farms where individuals are

primarilyr sellers of labor, days when workers cannot find market employment

nigh: be spent wcrk:!=g on the land, up to the point where the marginal

value of the utilit-y of leisura, rather than the markez wage, equalled the

marginal product of labor effort. On large farms, for those days, in which

not enough laborers could be found at the market wage rate, the marginal

product of lAbor would exceed the market wage. Due to these frictions -

transaction costs - in tha labor market, therefore, over the year the

marginal product of labor could be lower an small than on large farms.

One of the important contributions of the Ryan and Ghodake and

Pranab 3ardhan papers in this volume is the cozputation of uneployment

prqbabilities for wage labor. They find that the percentage of "working"

days in which sellers of daily agricultural labor reported that they could



not find wage work was 14 and Z3 percent respectively for maLe wor-kers (2 per-

cant for femnla workars in the Ryan study). P. Bardhan (1979a) also has found

evidence thit tha probability of wage empaoyment tends to influence the

market participation behavior of wcmen, although not that of men. Ryan

construccs a dtLect test of the "weak" dualism hypothesis - that average

"opportunity" costs for labcr ara greater on large than ao smal_l fars.

wherc the opportunity cost of labor for small far households is the

product of the employmet probability and the wage - and finds mixed results

for male labor, but confirmation for feale labor because of the greater

measured ±nvoluntar7 unemployment of the latter group.

The existence of transaction costs associated with the problem of

job matching are, of course, only ose of the possible sources of departure

of the rzral labor market from the perfectly cOMpetit±ve Model. Others

ne-tioned, cnsizstent with the weak dualistic or "`iage gap" assumption,

are the "dislike" by small farmers of or social pressures against wage

employment (possibly for cer.tan 3-roups or castes) or flied costs associated wich

(traveL time), or, on the side of employers, the costs associated with

supervising hired workers. The latter is akin to scale diseconcmias under

the assumption that hired workaers are utilized only if famfly labor time is

insufficient to drive down the marginal product to the market wage. Again,

however, the ineficiancies associated with these labor market imperfections

could be circumvented if the market for land were funccioning perfectly.

Indeed, as discussed below, a aajor motivation for sharecropping is the

problem associatad with superVising hired labor (in the absence of a land

sales market).
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To suarize we note thae strong dualism, i.e. the absence of

a rural labor markat, is not necessary co achieve the labor surplus result

of the Sen model. A maximizing model of the farm household in a perectly

compec±t:ve market setting can theoretically lead to fully compensatory

labor supply behavior. The issue is entirely an empirical one, and the

astimates by Roaenzweig and by Squire and Barn=u i.ndcata less than full

compensation. Strong or weak dualism are therafore seen to be aeithar

necassary nor sufficient to yield the surplus labor result. Either

assuMption only leads to divergent opportuity costs of labor, and therefore

to differential factor use across farm sizes. While there is little evidence to

support stroug dualism both strong and weak duali: must assume that there

exist at least some imperfections in the land rental market, a topic addressed

in the tenanc7 literatures which we now discuss.

-tUTA=7, SE-:'0?'tC .MD Oa C0Nc7NC;xE A.iRMM.C=ES

Whila the literature on the datermination of wages and employ-

=ant just reviawed takes the distribution of la1d as ecogenously g±ven, i.a.,

the sales or rental market for land is assumed to be absent, it is an

empirical reality of rural economies that s=e labor i3 cmbined with land,

not by the taporary sale of labor services 'but through the tempora

acquisition of land. It is clear that the terms and arrangements associated

with the markat for land importantly affect the earnings of rural households

and the production of aggregate oucput. The first four of the papers in

this volue, two theoretical (Jaynes, 3raverman and Srimivasan) and two

empirical (Jodha, Raumasset), are part of a rapidly expanding literature

concerned with the role of contracts which combine labor (and or other factors

of production) with land when certain factor markets are absent or incomplete.
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The major focus of the many theoretical models which have been proposed in

this it.erature is on tew issues: (1) what are the efficiency character4stics

of a contract which provides labcrers with a share of t-otal agricultural

output, an important contractual arrangement in the rural economy, and

(2) how do welfare levels or earnings of such sharecroppers c=mpare

to those of laabrers who work oly.r for wages, i-e. what daternines the

contractual tarms.

(aJ Recent Tenanca Hodels./

T only the sales markeat of land were absent or invol7ed very

high transactions costs, a land ower could hire optimal quantities

(relative to h.s own land) of all cooperating factors of production, including

bullocks and magement, and rent out an,y e.xcess (non-land) factors he owns

over and above the optImal amount. Productive efficiency, i.e. equal factor

ratios on all far;s with ecual quality land, could still be achiered. An

absent salas markat for laud is thus not sufficient to force the u3e Of

tenancy. Tae institution of tenacy and the markat for tenancies subst±:ute

for the absent sales makaet. At least one other factor market must be

absent (whae there- are no scale economies) before tamporar7 rentals of lad

becCMe a nacassary tool to achieve the most efficient factor rat±os for a"l

factors of production and &lI agent. The absent or incomplete markets

(inolving high risks or transaction costs) could be those for insurance,

fAmily labor, bullocks or anagerial skills.

1/ For other recent reviews covering similar materials see . and Zusan
(1980) and Ntewberry and Stiglitz (1979).
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Whether sharecropping, one form of tenancy, is a productively

efficient system of cultivation ralative to (a) self cultivation with

the help of wage labor or (b) fixed rent tanancias,has occupied economi-ts

sinca Ada Snith. heQ classical economists, including M!arx, understood

sharacropping as an adjustent to the absence of markets or markat failure,

in particular of the markets for credit and capital. Within a setting

of imperfact markats, and given that it is difficult to supervise labor,

they 7±eewd sharacropping as an Improvenent over wage labor, because of

its positive incentive effect. Given that tha worker shares in the output,

he has an incentive to provide more labor than he might provida under a

wage contract if not supervised very closely. Eowever, they also recognized

that share cropping provides the workers with less ir-entive to work than

a fixed rate tenant or an owner cultivator would have. As discussed

for=a1ly in fashall's famous footnota, an a= axcgemousl7 gi-e area c:

.and and with a given share, the worker rece.ives only a fractiaa of his

argiual product, with the fraction aqual to his share.- The classical

economists also understood that the sae incentives problem applies to a1l

other iuputs and especially long term invest=ents iu land quality. They

therefore regardfed long term tenancias at fixed rates as a superior systan

to sharecropping, if the level of development of a country or region

permitted it.

. ... .. .......

/ As Jaynes shows in this volume, Marshalls thaory of sharecropping was
a complete classical theory and the footnote only ilustrates the
incentives problem.



Cheung's work (1969) set the stage for the recent share-cropping

litarature in terms of the major issues to be ,;.Adressed, and in carms

of the major reasons for share tenancy. His work attacked the negative

efficiec7cy (incentive) implication of sharecropping and also broadened the

scope of enquiry of the sharecropping litarature to discuss the 'ssue of

aow and at what level the size of the tenancy and the share of the crop are

dacarmin. All the litarature frcm Cheung onwards has regarded both the

tenancy siza and the level of the shara as endogenous to the respect:ve

models, while taking the wage rata as exogenously Siven. Contractual terms,

but not the wage rate, are thus determined by economic forcss, with the

equilibriu solucion to the contract choice problem involving =a-41i-

zatiou both. by the laudlord and by the workers. 'Workers equilibrtu: requires

that "of the set of contracts available in the economy, there eaxists

none which the indIvidual worcer -rpefers to the one which he has."

And landlord equiLibrium impi.tes that ".. . there exists no subsat (of the

available cautracts) which the Landlord prefers to the subset which he

employs." (Stiglitz, 1974, p. 222).

Ch.mg also assigned to r'sk and risk aversion a much larger role

as a determianarof share tenancy, although not in his for:mal model.

It can readily be seen that under a wage labor systen all the risks of

cultivat±-on are borme by the ovner-cultivator. Owner-cultivator income

is the residual after paying production costs at fixed wages. Under a

fixed rate tcancy, all risks are borne by the tenant since tenant's nicome

is the residual after pa7ment of a fixed rent; but under share tenancy the

risks are divided between the two in proportion to the crop share.
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AS Jaynes' paper in this volume shows, however, Cheung's model

achieves its efficiency outcome because it assumes away the problem of the

negative incatizves of shariag as well as the difficulty of monitoring

affort; undar those a3sumptions, share tenancy would not be observed.

Cheung indaed needs to introduce risk, risk aversiou and "transactions"

costs informally to explain the very existence of tha contracts whosa

terms he explores in a formal model where such sources of market imperfections

don't exist. This is an approach similar to the one advocated in the

last section of the Eoumasset paper in this volume.

With respect to the risk aversion mocivation for share-cropping, Newbarry

(a975) and Raid (1976) showed that (with constant returns to scale) shara cropping

provides no risk sharing benefits which landlord and worker could not

achieve by dividing a plot of land "into tro subplots, one of which is

rented out at a fixed rental R and the other is operatad by the Landlord

who hires labor at a wage W .... " (Newbery and Stigl4tz, 1979, p. 314).

Therefore a model in the Chaungian tradition,J i.e. without probl ems of

worker incemtives, does not provide an explanatiou for the existeace of

share tanacy, even if there is production risk and risk aversion (Figure 1,

==clusion C). Sharecroppiug can also be a means oi risk avoidance under more

complex characterizatious of risks. Newbery and Stiglit= demonstsatad

that with a second Independent source of risk, such as wage rate risk in the

labor market, share contracts are superidr to micing wage and fixed rent

contracts.. Jf there are no incentive (monitoring) problems or econcies

of scale but there are multiple sources of risk, the sharecropping contract

acts as the necessary instrument to achieve productive efficiency, i.e. it

prevents an inefficient allocation of resources rather than creating one

(Figure 1, ConcLusion D).



Another class of cenancy models focuses on the costliness af

labor supervision as a cause of sharecropping i.e. the ",lrshallian" inefficiency.

Stiglitz (1974) developed cne model (among several) which assuines coscly

super7ision, with the landlord setting the size of the tenancy just like

the share, taking into account the impact of tenancy size on the tenant's

input decision. The landlord can prevent the tenant from renting any

other land or ftlam working for wages, or he can stipulate these provisions

in the contract and monitor and enforce them.-/ The landlord thus has an

extra control inst-u=mnt and can - via his maximization - control. the

contractual terms in such a way as to limit the tenant to his reser7ation

utilit7 i.e. the wage rate. Productive efficiency is not achievable in

this model, of course, given the effort mcnitoring problem.

The contribution of Braveman and Sr±invasan in this volume is

an extansiaon of the Stiglitz model with costly supevrision in which the

tenant and landlord are allowed to engage in a simultaneous share

aum credit contract, with the credit being used for the tenant's

consumption. Such a tied contract becoes superior to an untied contract

if the landlord bas access to credit from thi-d paries at lower rates of

interest than the tenant. The landlord sets four contractual terms,

amely the crop share, the tenancy size, the rate of interest which he charges

1 Bardhan and Sri±ivasan (1971) 'had developed a si=ilar model. Eowever they

did not allow the landlord to control the size of the tenancy. Newbery (1974)

quickly pointed out that, in their model with incentive effects, full employment
equilibriu could not ecist since tenants would attempt to rent land until
its Marginal product was zero, i.e. there would be excess demand for land.
3raverman and Srinivasan in this volume shows that in the model of Stiglitz,
when landlords cnot control plot size, there may in fact be an optimal share

level which elicits the lavel of effort at which landlord profint ars
maximized, but which give sharecroppers a higner utility level than ia the

labor market. Just as in the efficiency-wage models, an equilibri= with
excess supply of tenauts may therefore exist.
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the tenant, and the proportion of credit recuirements which the cenan:

borows frem the landlord. Given that the landlord hnas two extra instrumencs

available, the landlord can almost always hold the tenant to the Utility

level which he would obtain as a wage laborar. ?olicies such as teenrcy

reform or provision of credit to the enuant at lower than market rates

therefore cannot Improve the tenant's utility level. Nothing short of land

red±.stribution, intervention in several markets, or rising alternative wage

levels can effect the tenants welfare.-

Costly supervision arises in these models because of imperfect

information. The landlord car-ot know at a sufficiently low cost how

=ich effort the tenant provides, o7ly the tenant can know it. Information

is asyetrically distributed between then. A central planner subject

to the same informational asyme=ry conld not improve on the existing

allocation. Such improvements could only. be achieved if the central

planner 'ad cheaper means of monitoring available than the landlord (an

u".like. situation in the case of agriculture). Alternavely the central.

plamer would hae to redistribute land to the tenants to overcome their

inability to purchase land in the land market (which leads to tenancy in

the first place). But such a policy would also Improve efficiency in a

decentralized economy. As long as the underlying constraints on information

or land transfei are not removed, the share tenancyr equilibrium achieved

is optImal with respect to the inforation and land market constraints, i.e.

it is a second best optImuz, ralative to the set of infor:tional constraints

assumed in tha model. Th}is point is !mportant recurrent th-ee.

A problem not addressed explicitly by the models discussed

so far is the coexistence in the same region of all forms of contracts:

owner cultivation, share contracts and fixed rent contracts (see Jodha,

this voluMe, for an example). 'toreover, "tenancy ladders" appear to be

i=portant in developed and developing countries, with workers first becoming
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sharecroppers, then fixed rent tamants and finally acquiring land of thair

own. (For a'discussion in the T.S. contat, see Reid, 1979.)

There are three "at xplanations" for the coexistence. of tenurial

contractual arrangent: (i) differences in risk aversion, (ii) screening

of workars of different quality and (iii) market imperfectians for inputs

other than labor. Differential risk aversion, however, cannot account for

the tenancy ladder, since there is little reason to expect the samr

individual to become completely risk aeutral as he becomes older, even if

he accumulates assets .-! It is therefore neceassar7 to recogni ze that

workers differ ia other respects, such as ability, management skil or

capital ndowments.

If productivity per hour of work differs among otherwise hcmozemeous workaerz

but t81 productiity differences are mown only to the workers and cannot cost-

lassly be observed by the landlord, landowners or workers face a screening

2/cost. Zn this case -allagan (1978) and independently Newbe r d Saigl±tz

(1979) show that the choice of cont-ac: conveys infa ation about the

workers' perception of his ability. "IndiVidual3 who believe they are most product-

ive. [as workers] will choose the rental contract; individuals who beliewe

they are very unproductive will choose the wage contract ard those in

between will choose the share contract." (TNewbery and Stiglitz p. 323).

Each of the classes of workers prefers its respective contract.

Utility levels for the Mora able workers are higher than they could achieve

in a labor market without screening. Since information is asymet:ically

distributed between landlord and workers, productive ef!icienc7 cannot be

achieved. The implicit screening via contract

LI Complece risk aeutrality appears to be extremely rare among rural populacions

in developing countries, as indicated by several experimental studies

(Binswanger 1980, Sillers 1980, 'Walkar 1980).
2/ The problem here is similar to screening models im the wage labor market which

can result in an efficiency wage relationship for average worker quality as

discussed in footnote of p. tC . Excepc hare the scraening instr:ment is a

contract with more coplaex terms racher than a wage rate.



choice again rapresents a second best improvement in efficiency over the

situation without tenancy contracts. This model leads to coecistence of

contracts but not to a tenancy ladder, unless werkers graduate from one

1
efficiency ci.ass to the other as they grow older.

The clearest route to the ex±sCanca of a tenanc7 ladder and

social differentiation of laborers and different types of tenants is via

absent markets or Imperfect markats for inputs other than labor.

dtdiiadbilities of inputs laad to economies of scale and

Newbery and Stiglitz point out that eccomies of scale can make

share cropping attractive in the absence of incentive effects even if there are

oi.Ly r±sks iu production Iadivisibilities arise in the

casa of bullocks or other capital. equipments i rental markets for them are

deficient. Rantal maraets iu bullocks may be absemt or poorly developed

if there is lack of flexibility in the timing of bullock operations

(e.g. seeding)-/. Such inflcxibility makes reliance on rented bullocks

too risky. ndivi.sibiltties may also arise in management skills as in

the case of the 3Be.-Zusman models (of which we consider only the latast

1980 version below) where landlords can get access to the tenants' managerial

skils only by, renting land to then.

T/ he model does not consider managerial efficiancy but only efficiency as
raw labor. Managerial skills tend to increase with age.

2/ Bliss and Stern (1981) attributa the, ecistance of sharecropping in the-r

North ndian village lar3ely to imperfect bullock markets and show that

bullocks ownership is an essential requirement for renting land. Jodha' s

pape in this volume confirms this for semi-arid India by showing that
tenancy is closely associated with the equalization of bullock/land ratios
across the farms studied. Sheila Bhalla (1976) shows that villages in
Earyana distinguish between tenants and other long term labor contracts
paid by a crop share depending on whether the laborer or the landlord
provides the bullocks.
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Credit market imperfections are the chird major reason and are

built into a capital rationing model by Jaynes discussed briefly in this volume.

la Jaynas' modeL eacb. contractual f£or (wage cul=ivation, sharacroppin&

or fixed rent tenancy) requires a fixed amount of landlord's time for

supervision per unit of land allocated to the cont=act in order to overcome

incentives.problems. Nevertheless imperfect markets lead to the possibllity

of co-ccistance of all forms of contracts and to a difexentiat±o of the

taers of contracts among different tenant-landlord pairs becausa of diffarencas

in their respective factor endowments. Tn sharp contrast to models whnre

tenats are not diversified by labor 'skills, untradeabla managemet skIls

or capital endowments, the welfare level of tenants is no longer the

exogenously-Siven reservation utility level offered in tha wage. labor market

(or by a completely cradeable endcwment of all factors, as in Jaynes' model).

Different forms of contracts are available to different indivriduals because

they allow them to make bettear usa of their unique endowments wh±6c (because

of market Imperfections) could.oth.zise only be used in a less effict

way. These con=acts thus improve tenants' utility levels.

In their most receat bargaining theoretic model * Bell and Zusmar. (1980)

cosider risk, incentive effects and four factors of production: land aot

cradeabla in a salas market but only via tenancv; labor which is freely

nobila between share and fixed rent tenanc and the outside labor market; fertilizers

or dther modern inputs, also freely tradeable in a perfect fart:iioer-acum-scredit market

and finially management capacit7 of the tenant, which can. differ across tenants

and which is compleely noncradeable. A landlord can get access to it only by

ranting land to tenants. Clearly this fourth factor could also stand for other
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nontradeabla components of rhe tenant's endowment such as bullocks, or

even female family labor (as in Bangladesh wnere the Cain a,.. al. study in this

volume. suggests that female workers can workc outside their own farms only

to a very limited extent). Output share, input share, Afied rental rate

and tenancy size are all decermined in a bilateral mcnopolistic bargai-inz

process in which both landlords and tenants have some extent of power,

delcaxm±md jotly by the levels of their respective endowments and by

their relative number. Thus this model can accomodate all levels of landlord

power, from pure onopoly to large number ccmpetitiou. Tenants c deal

with many landlords, a frequent phenomenon in many parts of the world.

Equilibrium is reached when no landlords or no laborer can improve his

utility by signing other contracts or changing landlords. Labor, fetilizer

and ma enmet input are tenants' discrationar7 variables. Clearly, tnants'

welfare in this :odel vii tlbe u.igher -hati`ha .ti'ity levi.l a-ciaveales W -a-

pure wage workars. The possession '- management skills gtves then some

bargai3ing power except if there is only one landlord and thsupply of ta

is infinitely elastic, in which case management is no longer a scarce factor.

As sumarized ia Figure 2, the theoretical literature of tenancy

suggests that there are several alternative combinations of reasons wnich

can explain the institution of sharecropping. En order to explain some

form of tenancy, of coursa, the land sales market must be riddled with

±nper!ac:tons and a second markat imper'ection is raquired (Canclusion A). WhMen risks

are present and crop insurance is absent the mixing of fixed rent contract3

and cultivation with wage labor can substitute for the absent insurance market

(Conclusion C). Only if the mixing of contracts is Impossible or uneconomical

(because of economies of scale in cultivation) does it become necessary to
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use the added instcrent of sharecropping to subst-itute for the absent

insurance market (Conclusion E). The extra instrument of sharecropping is

also required when m,xzing of contracts is feasible but there are independent sources

or risk (Conclusion C). in both cases, (as long as incentives proble=s are absent)

sharecropping is instnmental to reach productive efficiency. Only second

best optima, however, can ba reached if risk is combined w:Lh costly

supervision, with asyuetric information about Labor quality, or with imperfections

in input markats (Couclusions I, G, ,). Note that it is probably problems of r±sk

and information which lead to the input -aket iperrfections in the first

place. In these latter cases, sharecropping represents not a baxriar to

efficiency but an instrument leading to improved efficiency in the face of markat

imperfections which would lead to ±nefficiency even in the absence of

sharecropping.

With respect to welfare considerations, in all of these partia.. aquillbrium

models the tenant is at least as well off as a wage laborer for the simple reason

that ha 'uld not accept the contract if it did aot offer him a gain over and

above that level. In many models, however, the tenant cannot gain utilit: beyond

the exoenousl=:Emen wage laborers' level. In models without supervision

costs and which reach productive efficiency, this result comes about by

competition of tenants for tenancies and by the power of landlords to monitor

and enforce all input levels. But it is not the institution of the shire

cont.act which prevents thie tenants from provg their welfare but the

assumed infinitely elastic supply of workers and t-hus tenants which forces

this result. Only aexgenous rises in wage levels, for ecample by more

tonagricultural labor demand, can lead to workers welfare improvement.



This conclusion also holds even when incentive effects are present and

tenants are diffarentiated. as lonx as landlords have a substantial excant of power to

restrict the ceant's choicas, as in Stlcigtz's model, or in the 3ravermax-Srinivasan

model of this volue. IT both models the landlords can prevent cenants

fr= worklng for other landlords or in the labor market, once they accept

the terms of the contract. Ciearly chey must be able to collude among

thenselves to co;p.l ].aborers to accept such conditions, i.e. they must

hnae some source of monopol7 power. It is not the share contract per se

or the 7ting of share and credit contract which enables landlords to squeeze

tenants but some form of monopoly power. The 3±svanger et. al. contribution

in this volume shows this clearly in an ampirical setting with respect to

t±ed labor-cred±t transactions, and Bravesan and St±glit= 1981 provide a

corresponding theovaticaL discussion. -

Tenants' welfare ca= only be better than that of wage laborers if

they have something to offer which landlords cannot get, except via the

tenancy cont,act, and if landlords canot collude about contractual. terms.

Ta the case of the Newber-Stiglit: screening model, it is labor skill,

which landlords ca="t assess without recourse to tenancy. In the case of .:

Jaynes! model it is =tradeable capital inputs of the teant and in the

case of the lell-Zusman model it is the tenants' managenent skill. IA all

three cases the teant camnot obtain the rent to these factors of production

as a slnple laborer, i. e. he cannot rent out his extra Labor sk±lls, -a=agement

skills or capital endowments easily.
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(b) Variaticns and Changes in Contractual Arrangements.;

In this section we review recent empirical studies of contractual ar-

rangements and terms. For the most part, the authors of the empirical

studies of tenancy have not set them up in order to discriminate between

precisely formulatad models. Nevertheless there are general implications

shared by groups of models which can be used to check the general madeling

approach used for its consistency uwith reality. As these pertain to all

contracts ivolving labor, wa will review those as well as share contrac:s.

According to the theories just reviewed, contracts allow individuals

to make better use of individual specif±c andowments in imperfact markets

and allow them to arrive at combinations of income, effort and risk which

reflact both their endamentz and tastes. In environments with heterogeneous

labor (see Neglected Themes below) and market imperfect±ons one would there-

fore expect many different tyrpes of cntracts to co-etist in small regions

and tees of contracts to vary Amng individuals and across regions, and over

time. This is indeed the case. WiLthin the sme village the following labor

contracts ara oftan found: daily time wages, daily paid piace wages, daily

har7est share payment, contractul group payments based on piece rates to

resident or migrant groups of laborers and sometimes a bewildering variety

of longer term contracts (Bhalla 1976, Bardhad and Rudra 1981, Binswanger

et. al., Clay 1976, White and Makali). The sue sources document even larger

varieties of coutracts across villages and regions. Zurther=ore the coexis-

tence ot shase and -Fiad rate tenancies is despread.

Sharecropping terms are generally assumed to be fixed, most often at 50Z

of the barvest gross output. However, while 50/50 splits undoubtedly are

frequant and predominate in many areas, a wide variety of shares is found,
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often within smal geographic areas or even villages (Bardhan and Rudra 1980,

Jodha, Mangahas 197S). Further.re, even where shares are uniformly at 50%,

this split may hide maay variations. Crop by-products (often up to 15X of

the crop value) may accrue entirely to the owner or to the cenant, nan-labor

inputs may be shared differently , and the division of output may

occur before or after deduction of costs for seed, fertilizer, and harvest

labor. IU, for ex la, division of output occurs after deduction of har-

vesting costs, the tenant can increase his share by participating in the

harvest. Thus, as. 3Bel (1977) points out, the 50/50 split of the main product

bides many cplesities and may lead to substantially different splits in

value added depending on the full set of detailed sharing rules.

Virtually all =dels of tenancy suggest that terms should move agat

tenants as wages fall. Romasset in this vol=me cites scattered evidence

for Indonesia and 3angladesh and presents cross sectional regressions for

selected crops in the Phllippiaes consistent with this hypothesis. '.kuchi

et. al. (1979) cita Filipino sources which indicate that, when Cantral

Luzon Raciendas were opened for cultivacion early in the.century, land with

zero or low fixed rentals was given to teansts in exchange for land clearing.

As population density grew, the payments an a share basis increased.

Changes in wage rates should also reflect themselves in changes

in the terms or in the mix of labor contracts available. .A decline

in wages, for exampla, should be reflected in contract terms or mixes

which imply either lower incoe, iucreased effort or reduced risk, or a

combination of the three. Tour studies bear dIrectly on this issue:

Clay (1976), documents a declining real wage situation in Bangladesh
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accompanied by shifts in the mic of contracts from harvest

share payments .,o more frequent use of cash payments -and tO harvesting

contracts with gangs of migrant workers. These shifts implied reduced real

wages. Cross sectionally he ralates the bewildering variety of harvest

shares paid in the same year and the same sets of villages to the following

variables in a statistically significant way: The share is lower the

higher the yield of the plot, the higher labor requirents (i.e. length of work

and earmings) and the higher the price (quality) of the grain

harvestad. But he also notes that these variables are not capable of

cxplainIng a large portion of the observed variance.

Ehalla's 1976 study, for green revolution areas in Haryana with

rising real wages, stresses shifts in the contractuaL .m±z towards longer

term contracts for both men and, to a lesser extent, for wcmen. These shifts are

associated with higher incomes and reduced risks?c She attributes thi s

reand to inceased labcr de-md, increased doand on timeliness of oaerations,

and attempts by employers to subvert the increased bargaining power of

laborers as a group by fostering more one-co-ane relationships whiich are

cented by credit and other side benefits.

in this volue, Kikuchi et. al. document declining real wage payments

in Java, characterized by technological stagnation and increasing labor sup-

ply. Real wages mre reduced by (1) an initial modest reduction in the har-

vest share and, more importatly7, (2) shifts from open access to the harvest-

ing overation for all who want to join, to progressive restriction of access

1/ In cross section studies Bardhan and Rudra 1981, and Binswanger et. al.
explain a number of the variations in the incidence and nature of long

term labor contracts observed cross sectionally by (1) the relative
demands for securing timely labor, which differs across areas and ac-
cording to technology used, (2) labor demand relative to labot supply in

the local areas, (3) credit requirements of landless laborers who cannot
obtain credit from formal lenders or traditional money lenders because of

lack of suitable collateral, and (4) alternative employment and borrowing
opportunities arising in the slack season in rural works programs or ten-

pprary migration.
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for villagers only, and finally only for people directly invited to join the

harvest. These shifts are associatad with the addition of weeding and other

labor as a requirement to Join in the harvest, i.e. an increase in the working

time or effort for a given share of the harvest and given risk. Note that

this also amounts to a. provision of credit by the worker to the farmer for

the labor cost of weeding.

MfodeLs of tenancy which raly on credit constraints for both landlord

and tenant. pradict that changes to techmologies with higher purchased input

requirements should lead to mora cost sharing. Hanuancha Rao (1975) citas

a aumber of cross-sectional studies to this effect, and supportive evidenca

is contained in a rare time series study by Sheila Bhalla (1976). Th East

India, where technical change has been much less rapid than in other parts

of India, Bardhan and Rudra (1980) also show that tenants' output shares are

higher, the higher is their share in input costs, a iUnding al3o documented

in Roassec.

TachnologicaI" and risk characterstics of crops also should influence

tha choice of abare versus ftied rent tenancy. Han-antha Rao (1971) in a
cross sectional study of .Andbra I'radesh shows fixed rents to predominate for

the hige-hy profitable crops - tobacco,. chillies and sugar cane - which are

characterized by high skill and purchased input requirements and by ris47

markats.- Rice, on the other hand, was cultivated primarily under share

tenancy. S attributes this difference to. the scope for entrepreneurial

decision making in the first set oi crops and the desire of tenants to ap-

1/ This is confirmed by an analysis of more aggregative data (Singh 1981).Note also that rents fixed in terms of produce predominate for trade(plantation) crops such as tea or coconut, where price risks are especiallyhigh relative to yield risk.
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propriate the full reatrns of their management input. The preceding theory

section suggests further that capital constraints on owners may favor the

leasing of lands for crops with high purchased input requirements to larger

tanants with good access to capital. This is consistent with the larger

farm size of the fixed rent tenants found by Hanuantha Rao.

FinaIl7, another prediction implicit in many recent models of tenancy

L3 that landlord shares should be higher on higher quality land, because

such land cns a higher implicit land rent: n thiLs volu=e aoumasaec

finds this to be the case in the ?hilippines and Jodba presents some avidence

for semi-arid lndia. Roumasset also finds that shares vary sytematicall-7

with the crop, the more profitable and less labor intensive ones comanding

a higher landlord share.

Cc) Emairical Studies on the Efficiencv of Sharecrovoing.

A major question raised by the models of tenancy reviewed is to what

extent incentives problems anising in share contracts can be overcome by

agreesmts on, or control of, labor and other inputs. Empirical enquiry

into this issue, therefore, is tot directed to finding out whether incen-

tives problems exst, but instead is directed to (1) the means br which

incentive problams are overcome and (2) the exteant to which they are over-

come, as indicatet by the presence or lack of differences in input and ouc-

put intensities between sharecropped and owned farms or plots.

Two recent sur7eys of many studies on these issues for the Thilippines

and South Asia (Castillo, 1975, Singh 1981) indicata that thare is wide-

spread super7ision by landlords of harvests and the sharing of the harvest

to insure adherance to the terms of the contracts. Moreover, many landlords

appear to participate importantly in cultivation and input decisions. Such
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participation gives rise to opportunitias for both determining and supervising

the use of non-labor inputs and for checking labor inputs more closely. The

sharing of fertilizer and other purchased inputs is another means of both re-

ducing incentives problems and/or controlling input levels.

None of the studies reviewed reports dire,x agreements on and/or super-

vision of labor input. Most importantly, indirect control of labor input via

olot siza girven to the tenant is not comon and, in most regions, tenants

typically rent land 6rom more than one landlord and members of their hous

;nold work for wages, i.a. the individual landlord appears to have no way of

controlliug plot size by restricting the tenant family to work e=clusively

on his plot. (For the most careful investigation see Barcban and Rudra 1980).

This is in contrast to the assumptions of the Stigl±tz (1974) and the 3raver-

and Srim±vasan models discussad earlier.

A large number of studies have attempted to document input and

output intensities between sharecropped and owned fams and/or plots. When

.aI size effects are controlled for, most studies find at besc-only very

minor differences, i.e. they suggest that incentive problems are largely

overccme. However the following studies do find some such differences:

Chakravart7 and Rudra (1973) and Chattpadhyry (1979) fond that on vrea:

farmsin 'West agsil, Andhra Pradesh and Punjab input and output l ev.s

somewhat lower -uder sharecropping than under owner occupancy, but not an

larger farms. And sall sampla studies in Bihar (Bell 1977), Haryana (Lagi

19.79a, 1979b) and Bangladeab. Cliussain 1977) show that value of outPut on

owned plots is somewhat higher tb7au on tenanted plots of the same faers.

In the Bilar case of Bell, this was primarily due to higher cropping inten-

sities and the planting of higher valued crops on owned land, a finding

consistent with Singh's investigation of a 1970/71 national probability
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sample from ruraL India in which diffarences between owned and t2ancad plots

exiSted Only in West Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.

(d) Tenacy and Innovation

It has long been alleged that tenancy alone, or in combinacion

with linked transactions in credit, can act as a barrier to innovation.

ahe theoretical discussions cast serious doubts on such a view. If

contracrual arrangements are by and large eff iciency enhancing in a static

context with several market imperfectious, one should expect that when.

innovations promise new income streams, i.e. in=easa utilllt possibili:tes for the

population as a whola,new or revised inatitutional arrangements would emerze to

overcome barriers which prevent the realizing of such new income srasams. Theview

that tananc7 ratards innovation may arise froim the observation that small

fa=ers ara usuaily later adopters in the adoption cycle. Tenants are often,

but ao: always, =all fa=ers, and as the previous discussion suggests, may

be severely capital constrained. 7aese causes for adopticn lags =a7 often be

con.used with sharecropping. Moreover, there is a long tradition to the view

that shaecropping may retard innovation because both landlord and tenanst re-

cei-ve ouly7 a portion of the share and may not be wlling to carry the costs.

The most amtreme veTsion of this theme is contained in Badu;i's =del (1973)

of tied sharecropping and credit transactions, which bas become highly influen-

tial and popular.long before it was ever rigorously subjected to empirical

scrtin.

In Badhurl'a modal, which is called a 1

model of semi-feudal production relations, the folloving variables are

either exogenously given., or entirely under te" cantrol of monopolistic or

colluding landlords: the crop share; the tenancy size; the rate of

interest which the landlord charges to the teaant; the amount of effort which

the tanant expenses on the land; and the technology of production used

by the tenant. In addicion the tenant must borrow from the landlord for



his consumption. The amount borrowed is the only discretionary variable

of the cenant. The tenant 's consumption level is assumed to be at at

exogenous subsistence level given by an alternative wage. There is no

risk and no incentive problam.

Within the context of this modal, it is argued that

landlords may have an inn etive to withold profitable innovations:

Innovations which raise outpuc-will increse both the landlord's rental

income and the tenant's income from cultivation. But the increased

income of the tanant will enable him to reduce his indebtedness to the

landlord (renenber that there is only consumption cred±t) and therefore

reduce the landlords income from money lending. The fact that most ag-

ricultural innovation inc:ease the demand for purchased inputs and hence

credit is not considered! Under certain conditions the net effect an land-

lord's inc=e will be negative and he will withhold the innovation.-

The major theoretical c-ticism. of t1mis =odel c=mes from Newber7 (1975a):

If some of the contractual ter=s are nct exogenous but indeed under the land-

lord's control, then the landlord has the power to extract all the surplus

generated by the innovation from the tenant by other means and he would bei

becter off than by withholding the innovation. '"e basic point is that if

1/ In the most recent theoretical investigation of somewhat more general,
utility based modals 3raverman and Stiglitz 1981a find: (1) Innovation,
depending on their risk/return characteristics, may lead to increases or
decreases in the demand for credit. (2) Even if innovations increase
utilit7 possibilities for landlords and tenants, the compecitive market
equilibrium aiter the innovation can be such as to leave landlords worse
off. In such a case it may be to their advantage to collude to withhold
the innovati±n (but set text below). t3) Technical change may alter labor
productivity in such a way that even for an individual landlord it may pay
to withhold the innovation because his optimal contract under the new tech-
nology would lead to reduced effort of the tenant and lower tenant share.
The Eadhuri conclusions thus are not as outright implausible as Srinivasan
(1979) argued they were.



the landlord has sufficient monopoly power to exploit the peasant and to

withhold the innovation then ha ought to have sulficaent power to extract

the extra profits generated by the innovation." (Newbery, 1975a, p. 270)-l

The Bravermax-Srinivasan model in this volume reinforces this point. It

shows that, ina much more complex world in which the landlords have extensive

power over share coneract and credit terms, landlords need only one instrument

of contrrl, namely the plot size, to exract all rents from tenants.

On the empirical side, not a singla study of adoption of high yieldlng

varieties which adjusts for farm size effects has shown serious adoption

lags on tenanted or sharecropped farms or plots (Singh 1981, Castillo 1975).

Moreover, tha extensive survey of villages in Easterr India, by Bardhan and

Rudra (1980), i.e. the very region which 3adhuri had in mind when constructing

the model, provides data which contradict the major assumptions and conclusions

of Badhuri type models. Similar inconsistencies were found in a more recent

survey in Bangladesh (Rahzman, 1980) and for semi-arid tropical agriculture

(Jodha).

/ 't will return to monopolistic power in a latter section.
In ordex for landlords to choose the withholding of innovation rather than

*.another tool of extracting rents one must show empirically that it is easier
to collude tobab an i=ovation and enforce such a collusive agreement
rather than enforce other contractual terms.
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NEGLZCT TEEMES

The evident preoccupation in the literature on rural labor

markets with surplus labor, labor markae dualism and the rationali:ation

of contractual arrangements has resulted in the neglect of a aumber of

Important features and issues pertaining to the rural labor markets.

Among these relatively neglected areas, many of which are addressed in che

essays in this volume, are (1) the dynamics or flexibility of labor market

characteristics, institutions or arrangements, (Z) the 'aeterogeneity of

labor, iu particular the roles of wmen in the labor market, (3) the

geographical. mobility of laborers, (4) monopoly power and its sources

(5) the impact of risk and credit market Imperfections -on labor relations

and (6) the applicability of the conventional demand/supply or campeti-

tive models of labor markets to the low-income rural ecnomy.

D..amics -

A central concern in the development literature is with the vrolucion

in real agricultural wage rates over time, since such changes importantly

reflect the progress of economic developmeut as well as provide evidesce

in support of or against surplus labor, macro development models. Evident-

ly because in many areas of lass developed countries, real wages have

fluctuated around a basically staSMaut trend as far back as the 18th century

(3hattachura and Ry, 1976), the view that wages and coneractual term.s are

institutionally fixed has pervaded thimklim about che process of develop-

mont. This view ha diverted attention from the analysis of the causes of

variations both over space anxd oaver time in wages and contract terms.
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Variations in ncminal and real wages and in contract teras across

space ara pervasive in South and South-East Asia. Such variations in

themselves are not inconsistent with tha view thac wages and contract

terms are fixed by custom or by culturally decermined subsisaence norms.

Uf pressed hard,mosc holders of such a view would probably also regard

institutional wage and contract norms as reflecting at le3ast partially the

very long term economic forces affecting a particular region, bu; would

argua that institutional rigidities are very strong, i.e. that changes in

economic conditions could affect such norms only in the very Long run.

Under such a view the norms adjust so slowly that for practical planning,

mcdeling and daevlopment policy purQposes one might as well ignore such.

adjustments. Moreover, partial explanation of cross sectional variations

in terms of regional supply and demnd forces, even if succassful., would

still be quite irrelevant.

Since spatial difaaerences are consistent with both types of

ex-plation, the quastion becomes whecher changes in demand and supply

fortes reflect themseves in changes in wages and contractual terms

within relatively briaI periods of tine. This question can only be

auswered on the basis of investigations over time. II it is found that

wages and contractual arangements change rapidly over time this would undemine

ezplanatioms cfwge and earnings determinatlan which rely on institutional

or cultural rigidities. Of course, culture and institutions may be in-

partant as determinants of wages since these factors could affect the sup-

ply of or demand for labor.
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From Agricultural Wages in India and other more scattered (but

possibly more carefully collected) daca sources we 1sow that, for a

standard day length and in money terms, agricultural wages vary substantially

not only across regions, but also from year to year, and seasonally. Money

wages are not raal wages and controversies of what exactly happened to

real wages continue (Bardhan and Sriuivasan, (1974), Jose (1974),

Griffin (1974), Lal (1976a)). Ne1vertheless it is clear that real wages

are not constant. They have risen sharply and rapidly in the ?=Jab and

other areas where the green revolution has led to increases in labor de d.

On the other hand in 3Badesh they have had a falling trend over the

27 years prior to 1975. In that year thety were 30 percent or more below the

level of the late 1960's (Clay 1976) as a consequeuce of the disturbances

of partition and series of natural calamities. Clay's data for possibl7

the poorest coimtry of the world thus sharply contradict efficiency wage

theories, whose major i=lication is the fixty of a wage floor. 1Thite'V

paper in this volu.e presents the first, albeit still scanty, evidence,

based on Indonesia data, that real wages at the village level vary con-

siderably both within seasons and from year to year in ways which

are larggely consistent with supply and demand intarpretations. These are

only a few Sxmples of variations observed over tine which are inconsistent

with institutioual, views. So are the sharp seasoal variations in wage rates, weIl

1/ The reason for the weak nature of the statistical basis and the
continued controversies about real wages are twofold. First, in most

countries there has been no sustained secular trend in real rural wages

*- ch could be easy to document, and the fluctuations give rise
to various interpretations depending on cost of living deflators used.
Second, cottucting oan or a few rural wage series is inherently difficult

because of the heterogeneity of labor, heterogeneity of contracts offered
to a singla broad group of laborers and the coexistence of payments in

cash, kind and food which result in severe valjuation problems. Of these,

the heterogeneity of coneracts has possibly led to the most severe
conceptual difficulties.
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known from many aggregative studies and further documented in the pavers by

Ryan and Godhaka and by White and Makali. In the section on variations and

changes in concractual arrangemencs we have already reviewed four studies

which indicace that contractual arrangemencs for wage paymencs tend to

resporLd rather rapidly to changes in economic forces. (Clay, Sheila Bhalla

1976, ikuchi %t. al. 1979 and this volume)

It is evident that a great deal of work is required in order to under-

stand the causes of wage and contractual changes. For example, it is not

!=own why in certain areas adjustments taka primarily the form of changes

in the tarms of contracts, while elsewhere terms remain unaltered but the

relative importance of differeant types of contracts change. More generally,

as economic development is inherently a dynamic process, to predict its

consequences and/or to uderstand how to fosteer development clearly re-

quires the study of change.

Heterogeneit7 of Labor, Wages and Earnizs. Both the theoratical and

mpirical literature on rural labor -arkets has tended to ignore the hecerogeneit7

of labor. Theoretical discussions focus on "the" rural wage and empirical studies,

often average male and feale wage rates to creata one wage (for exampla, Barm and

Squize., 1979; P. Bard&ha, 1979a; Rodgers, 1975). Four dimensions of heterogeneity

among rural laborers, however, appear important: (i) hired versus family

field workers, (ii) manager-ent:eprensur versus field worcar, (iii) age

differences and (iv) sex. The first distinction, as already noted, may be

important in deter-ining the demand for land and productive efficioncy. ?amiliy

mbers should have less Incentives to shirk than hired laborers because

of their participation in farm profits, if not because of altruism. This

is one reason wh7 farms which primarily employ family labor (small farms)

could be more "efficient" than large farms which must hire and supervise

non-family workers (hence, sharecropping).



The recognition thac managerial skill is a distinct input i

agriculture is also relavant to the issue of the relative efficiancy of

large versus small farms (as well as to tenancy, as discussed below). While

Paglin's data indicata that the markat for field labor functions well,

he nevertheles3s finhthat large farms appear to nploy less inputs per

acre than s fars. Te suggests that this is because famiis with

large land holdings and/or high incomes have less 'motivat±on" to be afficientr.

This hypothesis implicitly ass3es, however, that there is neither a

markat for managers or managerial skills nor a renta.l or sales market for

land. The absence of a managerial market is puzzling; while there may

be probles (costs) associated with discerning the marginal contribucion

of an indi7idual field worker, the performance of a farm manager can be

readily evaluaced; there is a "botto U-me" 'or managers associated with

za'- ;ro!i-"abIL:y. As the assumed absence of a market for managerial skills

ma7 play an important role in tenancy (Bell and Zusman, 1976), this segment

of the rural labor market clearly needs more attan±on.s/

A little-scudied topic related to the distinction between managers

and field laborers is occupational mobility over the life-cycle. In particular,

little is known-about the t7pical life-cycle profile of earnings and

occupations of an individual in the rural labor market or about the

probabilities of landless workers becoming managers and/or owning land.

The existence of a "tenancy ladder", discussed below, suggests that there is much

lcycle mobilicy in some rural labor markets, as does tce finding in

Binswanger et. al. in this volume that labor contractual arrangements

1/ For the Philippines Castillo (1975) reports census results which indicate

that only 0.1 percent of farm operators are hired managers, covering less

than 5% of operated area.
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typical!y differ for the young and mature workars. Their village-level

evidence as we"I as the data reported in Rosenzweig also suggests, however,

that age ls not i:mportantly related to wage rates among casual field

laborers; any lifa-cycle advancement in earnings is thus likaly to be a function

of accuisition of specialized skills, access or ownership of land or

other assecs,or of changes in sactoral location.

The roles of children in the rural labor market, found to be

quantitatively important by Hansen in Egypt and Cain (1977) in 3angladesh,

has also received littla attention. India district-level data studied by

Rosenzieig and Evensen (1977) and Rosenzweig in this volue indi-cate that

the labor supply of and demand for children are quitg sensiti,e to the

levels of adult sex-specific wages and to child wages. Mocreover, Rosezweig

and Evensom found that both the schooling of children and fertilit7 varied

significantly Ath the relative market values placed on the labor servtces

of adults and children. Labor market arrangements and patterns, as.theyg pertain

to age groups, thus importantl7 affect the long-rn quantity and quality

of the labor force as well as the cantemporanecus distribution of earnings.

Along with children, the most neglected grqup participating in

the rural labor market is women. Two of the contributions.to this volume,

Cain et. al. and. l Iardhan, intensively examine the question of why the

pac:trrs of employment and the wage ratas of women i te=rs of work tasks

or occupation differ so markedly fram those of males in the rural labor

market. The studies by Binswanger et. al., and Ryasn and Godhaka documnt

these evident differentials and P. Bardhan and Rosenzweig examine the separate

labor supply behavior of woemn and men. All these studies suggest that,



as in developed countries, there are differential patterns of male and

f emal employment and earnings in rural labor markets. Female wages are

generally lower and unemployment rates higher (Kalpasa Bardhan 1977 and

this volume, Ryan and Godhake) and women are absent from certain segments

of the labor market. Indeed, in Bangladesh (Cain et. al.), women seem

not to participate in field labor at all, apparentl-r because of social

restrictions legitimized on religious grounds.- Caste related taboos are

closely related to the absence of higher class women from field labor in

many areas of India (Kalpana Bardhan, this volume). In semi-arid India,

men but not women are hired according to l.ong term field labor contracts-

and women's access to contract work paid on piece rate basis or to temporary

migration is usually mediated via male members of the family (3inswanger

et. al., 3r-2"). These patterns cannot easily be explained by the division

of labor associated with childbearing and household production or by market

productivity differentials. The eavdeatl more restricted occupational and

fa=-to-faz mbility of women compared to men, moreover, has implications

for production efficiency and creates difficulties in making welfare evalua-

tions of rural labor market mechauisms.

l/ Note that in MosleM Indonesia &no SUch ban exists and that relgion alone
is not a sufficient causal factor,

2/ This may be a much more general restriction all over the subjctent.

Bardhan and Pudra C1981) for example did not interview female
regular field workers.
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i -Ds , i- t One of the most ip rtant but

neglected feacures of rural labor markets is the geographic dis ersin of wage ratas

within sex and skill categories (Eansen, 1969, Rosanzweig, 1978, Rodgers,

1975). While the evidence suggests that mobility bet-ween farms and tasks

within geographical areas ( at least for males) is high, (i.e., ije.

absence of dualism),these geographical wage disparities suggesi: lImited

geographic mobility of labor. Two causes appear important in addition

to che problems associated with information flows - asymet:ic informacion

and the virtual absence of a sales markat for land. With respect to the

first, the problem of shirki-g (costs of super7ision) would make employers

reluctant to hire workers who ara completot scrangers; asymetric informatioa

thus contributes to geographical i=obility by reducing the private returs

:0 m:ig:ato. An imperf ct sales market -or land, however, ±zc:eases the

privata costs of any permanent long distance move involving the entire

household, since such a move may entail a significant capital loss. Tobili:7

here does not imply absence of choice but instead may re.lect a second

best adjustment to the informational and land market problems. This is

another example of how the characteristics of one marict (land) affects

the attributes of another market (labor).

Ascar:taia±g the resconsiveness of libor flows across geographical

areas to wage disvarities is as important as understanding the sources

and causes of imobility. 3rean's paper In this volume provides an

example in which the incentives associated with seasonal disparities

in geographical wage rates leads to the temporary migration of laborers.

These movenen:s are organized by middle-men who also aid in solving the

asymetric information problen and also provide credit to groups who appear
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to have difficultias obtaining it through ocher channels. While the misery

and the poor working conditions described by Brman are undoubtedly appalling

this institutionalized migration clearly augments che income of che

participating workers as well as total agricultural output under the conscraints

of production saasonal±ty and high ratios of workers to land.

Mast studies of mizration in develoning countries have concentrated

on the implications for urban or rural development of rural-urban flows

(LiptoU 1980, Sabot 1981).. Sanjay Dhar's study is one of the first to

study non-seasonal (permanent) migration, by males, to and amcng rnral

areas in India. He finds that although =obil±ty becveen statas is not

hih, it is considerable among districts within a state, with individuals

migrating to areas wnere there are better opoartunities, as measured by

wages and uneployment. aosenzweig, whila t-eactig each dlistrzict as

a distinct labor market in studying wage determination, finds evidence

from mico data that males from households owning land and women fr=m all

bousehold types tend to be less geographically mobile than males from

landless households. These papers just begin, however, to study the

Important role of geographical mobility in earnings inequalit7 and ia

production.



Sources of market oower: Competitive markec outcomes.can result in ex:tram ly

low wages or otherwise adverse contractual ters if labor supply is large

relative to deandA. Therefore even extremely low wage levels do not neces-

sarily indicate markee failure or che prevalence of monopolisctc or monoo-

soniscic e:qloitation. Moreover, as was discussed, the linking of contracts

is also not necessarily a source or indicator of markat power. The assum-

tion that imbalancas in market power are a basic cause of poverty in rural

areas, however, underlies much of the thinking about rural labor markets.

Despite this, only a few studies have been concerned with identifying and

quantifying the gains appropriated by different social groups arising out

-of monopolistic power. Also, a more careful theoretical characterization

of differences in competitive and monopolistic equilibriu in a world with

contracts has just barely begun (Braver=an and Stiglitz, .981b).

The spatial distribution of agriculture and high travel or migration

costs (in terms of Mcney, tl=e and/or capital losses) discussed earlier,

=ake local monopolistic power of landowmers a d±stinct possibility. It

would be particuLa7ly likely wiere one or a few large owners confront ma:y

workers or potential tenarnts in a sa11 geographic area. w1ile land holding

sizes are very unequal iz most South anLd South East Asian countries, very

large ownarship holdings of say 100 ha or =ore (where travel times would

become important) are very rare, unlike in Sauth America or the U.S. Post

Ballum South. Large ownership holdings are largely confined to Pakistan,

some areas of 3ihar and the tea, rubber and sugar plantations operated

with perzanent hired labor forces. It is in such circustances that

one ought to look for monopolistic power of owners and constraints Imposed

by these on tenancy size and outs±de labor market involveent. Monopolistic
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pover telationship of large owners relacive to small tenant -s also

undermined by the (possibly increasing) phenomenon of "reverse teancy"

from small ownars to large landlords documented in many studies.

Studies of informal collusion by employers or landlords to fix wages

or contractual terms are also very rare. The frequent assumption that

cont-actual terms are fixed by custom 'nas diverted the attention of many

researchers frcm the topic, or elsa monapolistic collusion has simp-ly been

taken for granted (Gritfia 1976). 3inswanger e-. al. found attempts of

fixing either daily or regular farm servants wages in five of their sic

villages but an equally widespread recognition by employers and workers that

daily wages were virtually not controllable by collusion. Clay, Bardhan and

Rudra (1981) and Kikuchi et. al. (1979 and this volume) stud.±ed the ptacass

by which daily wages or contract terms are altered and did not find much

indication of collusive behavior. Little evidence thus excsts that in the market

for daily labor there are ivnportan departures from cooet-i6ie beh n- v .

'Moreover, as discussed, evidence that landowners are able to cantrol

tenant's involvement with other landlords, other employers or other lenders,

1/ But in one of their six villages Binswanger et. al. did find evidence
for bLigil.T successful collusive behavior of employers in setting terms
of contracts of annual fa-rmservants. Such collusion was facilitated
by the unusual isolation of the village from outside temporary or per-
zanent labor opport'mities and by ideological disparagement by, the vil-
lage cozmn1t7 of the caste group primarily Involved in these contracts.
A somewhat di.fferent issue is extra-economic coercion such as violence
to extract u=-aid labor comi=ents3 from vorker/debcors ar tenants. In
Eastern Zadia 3ardhan and Rudra C1980, 1981) show that such unpaid labor
commitmnt are rare. Very little is also known aboue the use of ind.-
vidual violence or threats thereof to enforce conctract terms such as
labor commitments or debt repayments. Tn some of the villages studied
by Hinswanger at. al. employers, money lenders and village officials
used to beat workers or debtors with impunity, but such practices have
now become very rare.
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the crucial monopolistic power instruments for the models of Stiglit: (1976),

3raverman and Srinivasan and Badhuri (1973), is also virtually absent.

The organizacion by workers into unions in part represents an attept

by werkers to increase their collective power vis a vis employers. Attampts

at organizing rural labor into unions (often affiliated to political parties)

have been confined, however, to Kerala, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal in India,

although only in limited areas of 'Kerala have unions enjoyed scability and

growth over an extended period (Alexander, Beceille, Jose 1976).

Sporadic, unorganized agitation by workers is more widespread

(Bhalla 1976, Bardhan and Rudra 1981) and.thers is evidence that landowner

organization is particularly important in areas where labor movements have

been strong (Alecander, Beteille). Labor movements in rural areas of all

of South Asia and South East Asia, however, appear to be weak and unimportant

compared to the strsngth of labor unions in industrial sectors. M!oreover,

vhile the 'nstoar of these limited rural labor movements has been fairly

well docuented, little is known about their effectiveness in raising. earn-

ings, i.e. the product of employment and wages.

The lack of evidence demonstrating the importance of the pra-conditions

for monopolistic power, or which indicate successful coLlusion, of course, does

not mean that wages and contract terms do not reflect the relative bargainuig

strengths of (1) entire social groups arising out of relative demand and

supply or (2) of individuals arising out of relatively unique individual

characteristics and endowments which are tradeabla only in imperfect markets

for-factors of production. Systematic investigation of these issues has just

barely started.
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Risk, the Capital Market and Labor Relations

A number of the stud±is cited above provide fairly detailed data on

the prevalance of different types of transactions iavoLvlng labor which are linked

to credit. They also suggest that collataral requirements by lenders and the absence

of suItabla collateral by certain t-pes of borr=ers play an important rola

in detterming what types of labor or tenancy contracts they can engage in.

Whila the evidence in this area is still scanty, it suggests -along with the

importace of bullock requirements in determining access to tenancy contracts

discussed earliar - that capital and bullock markat impefctions

play a much more important role in determining contractual tOrms than all

but the latast formal models have ass=med. But these capital markaet

imper:fections are themselves very poorlIy understood, although. they =aut be closely

related to the structure of production and market risks facad by far=ers

a hnce lenders. Qu-.ig=orance is partly dua tO the ext:eme di!ficulty of

collacting accurate data on the precise terms and collateral requireents

of informal credit transactions.

Where transctions are linked with credit,little is kmow about

the relationship between tho anount and the terms of credit on the other hand

and oter terms of labor or tenancy coustracts on the other hand. Bardban and

Rudra (1981) show that in 86 of 110 studied villages in West Bengal loans

could be taken for future labor comittments. "'In 58 of thase villages the

nuber of days in which the Loan is rppaid by the laborer i3 calculated at

a lage rate which is below the market wage rate prerailing at the tine

of repayment" (p. 93). Repayment at slightly lower than market wage rate is

also found by Rahmau in Bangladesh. 1n a regression analysis of wages of

regular farm servants in one of their villages, Binswanger et. al. found some



evidence chat workers receiving loans at lowar chan the usual interest race

also received higher wages, i.e. within an individual contract (as against

systems of whole villages studied by Bardhan and Rudra) relative bargaining

strength of individuals appears to be reflacted in boch -wage payments and

credit terms. Jodha finds some link between the giving of loans by tenants

to owners and higher input shares of owners. The classical economists and

the mast recent tenancy models attach great importance to credit market is-

perfections as a source of tenancy arrangements, and the link between credit

and longer tera labor contracts is clearly empirically important. M.ore

research effort is urgently required here.

Testing the Demand-Suzoly Framework: Given the data problem almost endemic

to the study of low-income countries, it is noc surprising that there have

been virtually no attempts in the literature on low-income rural labor mar-

kets to estimata and test che most developed of the alternative models of

the rural labor market - the demand-supply model. The data requirements

are formidable, as one important implication of this framework is that the

employment levl of each factor of production depends on the prices of all

factors. Three of the papers in the last section of this volume, those by

2osenzweig, P. Bardban and Evenson and 3Binsanger, represent some of the

first attempts to estimate the constituent components of the demand-supply

model using rral labor market data from a low-income coumtry.1

1/ See also Lal 1976, and K. Bardhan 1976.
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The Evenson-Binswanger study in chis voluma ucilizes modern duality theory

to oarameterize and estimate the demand for labor as well as for ocher

major factors of agriculcural production - land, bullocks, fertil.zer -

in India. Because the specifications used are derived from an underlying

model of profit maximization, the authors are able to obtain estimates

of the responsiveness of labor demand to chaanges in wage rates, output

price and other factor prices, and to test the behavioral rest=-c:ions

associated with profit maximization. The Rosenzweig paper focuses on

labor supply behavior and is also based on an optimizing model, permitting

tests of the impl±ed behavioral restrictions. Both Pran 3abrdhaa and Rosenzweig

estimate jointly the supply and d-and functions for labor (in a simultaneous

ecuations, general equilibrium sYstem) treaninz the distribution of land as

exogenously given Sut wages and employment as endogenous variables.

Tha astimatas of all three papers call into question the basic

asm-ptions of the surplus labor models, suggesting thar reductc:ns in

labor supplied would significantly increase agricultural wages and that

the variability iL wage rates over tima aud across space is importantlJ explained

by variatioms in dmad for and supply of labor. The studies also suggesc

th.at bousehold and.farm, behavior is not markedly different fro= that

obs6ved in high-inccme countries nor that the competitive model. of the

labor market can bo readily rejected, although all studies indicate (and

rely on) a significant degree of geographical iobility. The study of

Rosenzweig additionally suggests that wage differantials betveen =ales and

fmles in rural agriculture are Importantly affected by sex differences

in deand and supply, as conditioned both by economic and cultural factors.
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The three economet=ic studies of employment and wages ignore the

institutional laboar arket complexities that are the focus of many of ;he

other papers in the volume and in particular abstract from issues of

tenanscy. Future work within the supply-7demaud framework is thus likely

to be concerned with both a better integration of the land, credit and

Labor markets, and with testing for the importance of additional modeling

of greater institutional detail, the non-wage contractual cerms and

conditions pertaining to the employment of labor.

CONC=USION

Mhe literature on ruraL labor markets in low-income countries appears to be

characterized by eto major inconsistencies - bet-ween theory and fact, amd among

models describing different aspects of the rural economy. With respect to the

f =er, the pervasive variations of wages across regions, over years and across

seasons revealed in alost all empirical studies of rural settings in low-income

couutrias ara in coutrast to both the obsessive preoccupation of wage

deterinaticn models to justiy7 fixed wages and the assumptions imposed in

theoretical models of contractual choice. The contractual choice models

aud the special labor.-surplus and dualist-, models hane been formulated in

part because of the presumed inadequacy of market-orieuted supply-demand

models to adequataly describe the determination of employment, wages and

eags in rural areas. But no convincing evidence has been obtained from

such environments which wculd appear to contradict the inplications of this basic

approach for rural iages and e=ploymnt, whether in its most rudientary form

or in the form of a more compluc econometric model.-

1/ Supp'.yand demand framewrks appear to have substantial explanatory power
in terms of the direction of changes in wages, earnings and contractual
rewards. How well they predict the magnitudes of changes cannot easily be
answered because we lack a comparative standard to judge what "how well"
means: Alternative theories of wagelearnings determination which take the

contractual realities into account do not yet exist in empirically testable
form which would allow a comparative evaluation of the predictive power of
different models.



It is important, however, to recognize that contracts involving

labor have other welfare dimensions than just the implicit or explicit wage.

They may act as insurance devices or allow individuals to make better use

of individual-specific capabilities or endowments in otherwise inadequata

market3. Supply and demand frameworks ara neither designed nor able to predict

how contractual terms, or the mzxc of contracts available, will change as

labor demand, 3upply, or technology changes. Therefore thay cannot predict

the full welfare consequances of these changes i.a. the likely effact3 on

effort, risk and capital gains or losses faced by groups of individuals

who have endowments which are not easily tradeable.

n a longer run perspective, economic development

is associatad with improvement- in transport, travel, comication

and information facilit±es. These in turn remove scme of the underlying

information, r±sk and credit market imperfections and lead. to new markets

where none ecisted. The demand and supply framework, which takes markets

as given, is not capable of predicting the sequence in wmich such markets

would emerge, or their distributional consequences. Since the conscructit=

of transport and comunication infrastructure often involves the public

sector, better models are indeed required if policy is to accelerate and/or

influence the patterns of such emarging markets in an informed way.

The progress towards a richer, integrated theoretical framework

which can deal with the ccmplmcities associated witth the market failures as

well as the deterzination of wages and other contractual terms has been

hampered, however, by the evolutiot of theory along two, mutually inconsistent

paths. Rural wage determination models developed so far have assumed the

complete absence of a land rental or sales markat; i.e., they take the
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distribution of land as exogenously given. The contractual choice models,

on the other hand, treat the wage rate as exogenously given, while con-

centrating on land and credit market transactions. Such models thus have

littla to say about the dtermination of earnings or employmenut. The

strength of models of contractual choice is rather their clarification of

the ef.iciency and equity iMplicationS of cotracts and in their identification

of the underlying causes of markat imperfections which lead to the contracts.

They also suggest the difficulties associated with policy I=tervent±on in

single tenancy or credit markats aimed at curing syptoms or apparent

deficiencies in such arrangements. Without this intagration of all of the

major interrelated markets - for land, labor, and credit - into a single,

coherent rural model, however, the ability to predict the consequences of

econamic development within the rural sector will be severely handicapped.

The previous points argue for more modeling work when apparently

there is aready a confusing over-abundance of models. But many of these

models are not helpful in sharpening our understanding of tha rural econmy

or predicting its behavior because they contaIn crucial assumptious which

are clearly contradicted by simple observation of rural realities. Such models

at best can sharpen our intuition by working out logical i:mplications of

counter-factual assumptions. Of course future models, in order to be useful,

must maka sizplify±ng assumpt:Lns which are at variance with the complexities

of the real world. But this should not be tak3n as an excuse for assumptions

which crucially determine the conclusions of the models, but which are

pervasively rejected by the empirical studies.



The proliaeration of models and the lack of attention to testability

has been in part due to the lack of good data. As such data are now becoming

=ore prevalent, actention can be turned to winaowing out either models which

are "too" counterfactual and/or models which perform badly as predictors.

The studies reviewed here show what can be done with pacience and persistence.

Since predictions of changes over time are the ultlnate test of models and

theories, particularly theories of economic development, more attention needs

to be placed, however, on the generation of good panel data or resurveys of

old samples in order to accelerate this transformation of models into

kwledge.

We conclude with thc racInder thar the =odcla or framworks that are

reviewed in this essay, and form the bases for the analyses reported in this

collection of conferencepapers, are models of institutions and behavior in

existing rural markets, nao models of economic development. Explanations or

the long-te= changes associated wirth development must, ul;imaely, be

found in models which explicitly treat the reproductive and technological

behavior which leads to the long term evolution of supply and demand itself.

Attention has recently tuned to the study of decisions which have long term

consequencs - han capital investment, fertilit7, health, technical change

and agricultral .intens±4fcation.-i. Such decisions, however, are themselves

conditioned by the outcomes and institutional arrangements in rural factor

markets. The integration of market and household-behavioral models within

an explicit dynamic framework enveloping all sectors of an economy is yet to

come.

l/ For examples of such studies in the context of agriculture see Boserup

(1965), Harris (1971), Binswanger and Ruttan (1978), Rosenzweig and

Evenson 1977, Darity 1980, Behrman and Wolfe 1980, and Rosenzweig and

Schultz (1982).
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